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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an experimental investigation of the

free convection heat transfer process from a vertical

isothermal plate to water at temperatures below Aoc,

the temperature of the maximum density of water.

Earlier researchers have defined the boundaries of

the different flow regions in terms of plate and bulk

temperatures. The regions in which unid.irectional flow

exists have been throughly investigated analytically

and experimentally. However, in the region in which

bid.irectional flow exists an exact theoretical analysís

\^ras not available. A number of researchers have made

experimental measurements in this region and. experi-

mental correlations for the 1ocal heat flux are avail-

abte. The nature of the flow has been investigated. and

researchers have postulated that certain fJ.ow patterns

exist

Initia1testsinthepresentinvestigation\Á/ere

conducted in a region in which purely downward flow

was known to exist. Experimental measurements hrere

recorded and. the mean experimental heat trairsfer coef-

ficients r4rere compared with theoretical predicti-ons

obtained using equations d.eveloped in an earlier inves-

tigation. The results gave an indication of the accuracy

!..,'



of the experimental aPParatus.

The balance of the tests were conducted in the

bidirectional flow region. Mean experimental heat transfer

coefficients were evaluated and compared with predictions

from an earlier experj-mental correlation. The results

of the comparison suggest that a further refinement of

the correlation is necessary

The bidirectional flow patterns \^rere examined usi.ng

the ,'thymol b]ue" flow visualization technique. Neutrally

bouyant dye is produced in the region of interest and

the dye traces out the flow patterns. The flow visualiza-

tion studies confirmed Lhe existence of two types of

bidirectional flow. ïn "separated." bidirectional flow

the inner upward flowing boundary layer separates. from

the plate and reverses its direction at the top of the

heated section to flow into the outer downward flowing

boundary layer. In "non-separated" bid'irectional flow

; the inner upward flowing boundary layer contrnues

flowing up past the top of the heated section and. does
:

not separate from the Plate.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem

For most fluid.s density varies linearly with tempera-

ture. However, water, antimony, gallium, and bismuth all

possess density maxima above their f.reezj-:ng points. For

water the maximum density occurs at 4oc. The significance

of this temperature becomes apparent when one considers

the enormous amount of water on the earth's surface that

seasonally passes through the poínt of maximum density.

Thedensitymaximumofwaterisnotafactorin

forced convection unless the velocity is very low as in

mixed free and forced convection.

ïn the analysis of free convection, with density

difference the driving force of fluid movement, one must

take into account the peculiar behavior of water at 4oC

and consider the effects it may have on the process.

Agreatmanynaturalbodiesofwaterpassthroughthe

density maximum in the spring and falI, Discharges of

heated condenser water from industrial plants, po\^ler plants

and chemical plants into ice-covered or partially ice-

covered bodies of water can disrupt the normal formation

of ice. A thermal plume can influence the physical and l



biological makeup of a body of water. A knowledge of

the behavior of water near 4oC is important in furthering

the study of the physical processes that take place'

i:.. :;.
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1.2 The Phenomenon

Vanier (2') mapped the free convection process into

four regions as shown in Figure 1; a map of plate tempera-

ture versus bulk temperature. Yuill (1) has provided a

complete description of the proces.ses involved in free

convection from a vertical flat plate to water at OoC to

2ø.goc. The process is divided. into zones of purely dowri-

ward flow and purely upward flow and a zone in which there

is bidirectional flow.

with the bulk temperature at ooc and. the plate

temperature between goc and 4oc water'adjacent to the

plate is heated. Its density exce that of the bulk

fluid and a net downward f10w of fluid results. For

plate temperatures between 4oC and goC. water within the

thermal boundary layer is stilI denser than the bulk fluid

and sinks. At a plate temperature just above BoC the

water immediately adjacent to the plate is lighter than

the bulk fluid but does not rise; it is pulled downward

due to the drag of the outer d.ownward moving thermal

boundary layer. The water adjacent to the plate surface

has sufficient bouyancy to balance the downward viscous

shear force at a plate temperature of about L2.4oC- This

results in a zeîo velocity gradient at the plate- Between

12.4oc and 26. Boc the inner upward flowing boundary layer
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increases in thicknêss and. bidirectional flow persists.

Above 26.BoC the downward motion of the outer boundary

Ialzer is stopped by the víscous shear force of the inner

layer and unidirectional flow exists. The flow pattern

predicted for any combination of plate and bulk tempera-

ture is indicated in Figure 1.

5
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1.3 Previous Work

1.3.I Free Convection

considerable research has been done in the field of

free convective heat transfer since Lorenz (3) first

pubtished his analysis of the problem. In 1930 Schmidt

and Beckmann applied laminar boundary layer theory to the

free convection problem using a series expansion technique

(4). po]hausen (5) introduced the similarity transforma-

tion technique whereby he transformed the partial d'iffer-

ent.ial equations of free convection into ordinary differ-

ential equations. Several approximate methods have been

proposed since then

1.3.2 Free Convection in !Íater Near 4oC

The first researcher to report the unusual nature of

free convection in water near 4oc was Codegone (6) in

1939. He found that the rate of heating or cooling a

flask of water was at a minimum when the water was at 4oC.

Ede (7') compiled a study of heat transfer from a

vertical plate to several liquids. For all fluids except

water the heat transfer rate correlated' to the difference

between the plate and fluid temperatures. He.excluded

tests in which the water temperature was below 4oC and the

plate temperature \¡/as above 4oC attributing the water

6



results to the density maximum at Aoc'

Several authors (8, 9) have reported studies on the

melting of ice spheres and horizontal and vertical ice

cylind.ersbytheprocessoffreeconvectioninwater.

They found that at temperatures near 4oC a minimum value

of the Nusselt number occurred' Tkachev (B) and Dumore'

Merk,andprins(9)performed.theirstud.iesin1953.

Dumore et aI coutd predict the effect by replacing the

conventionar thermar expansion coefficient in the empirical

free convection equation,

Nu = 0.6 (Pr cr)à

with a new coefficient that was a linear function of the

bulk fluid temPerature.

InLgslMerk(ro)appliedanintegralmethod.tottre

predictionofmeltingratesoficespheresinwater.He

usedathirdord'erpolynomialfordensityasafunction

oftemperatu'reintheboundarylayermomentumequation

and solved. for an infinite Prandtl number; The results

werelaterextrapolatedtoaPrandtl.numberofl0.A

minimum Nusselt number was predicted to occur at 5'3oC'

ThefollowingyearEde(22)comparedMerk'smethod

with the results he had. obtained. for the heat transfer

7



from an electrically heated vertical flat plate. For

Regions Tt IIf, and IV agreement was good. However, in

Region II the pred.icted Nusselt numbers 1nlere as much as

502 Iow.

In 1956 Schechter and Isbin (12,13) studied the heat

transfer from a vertical flat ptate to water at a tempera-

ture of 4oC. They applied the similarity transformation

introducing Merk's expression for the t'hermal expansion

coefficient into the borrndary layer momentum equation.

The equations vlere .then transformed into ordinary differ-

ential equations using the method of ostrach (14). The

equations r^rere solved, using an analog computer, for the

case of plate temperatures from loc to 14oc in a bulk

fluid at Ooc.

They found that the Nusselt number decreased up to

rature of I40C. Schechter and Isbin referreda plate temPe

tothispointasthetransitionpointtobidirectiona1

flow. At these conditions the computed boundary layer

velocity profile showed a ze?o gradient at the plate.

Solutions above 14oC were not possible as the assumptions

used in the similarity transformations are not valid in

the bidirection flow region

They applied the squire-Eckert integral method to the

problem to obtain the equations for the local Nusselt

:,4:1.::1::.i



number;

Nu-- = o .669 prh ( . g52 + Pr)-\ (Gr*" -. ) 
k

x

where Gr*" = g{Op *3/rr2

(r-1)

Schechter and Isbin evaluated the thermal expansion 
,,:, : :

coef f icient for Gr*" at the bulk temperature, instead of i:,,,..':¡',.

the film temperature. The densi-ty function a( is a 
,;,i;,,.,,

dimensionl-ess mean boundary tayer density deficit and is 
i.' 1::':

defined as: :

'

I

l

o< = L/3 + P/5 + Q/7 (c.-21
.\l

l

where P and Q are d.ensity functions d.efined below:

p - (Dz + 3D3 T-) /Ap / (Dr

and



The constants DI' D2' and D' are density coefficients and

their values were given by Vanier (2) as:

D- : - 0.66 6gL67 x LO-A C-lI

D^ = 0.871689 x 10-5 c-2
¿

D^ = 0.647664 x 1o-7 c-3.
5

schecter (13) also performed experimental measure-

ments oE free convective heat transfer from a. one foot

square vertical heated plate to water below Aoc- He

attempted. to measure the velocity and temperature profiles

in the boundary layer.

ïn three of his tests the flow moved up the plate

while for seventeen tests downward flow was observed. In

ten tests Schechter observed an upward. convective flow

near the plate and a downward flow further away from the

plate surface. Three of the runs hTere in Region ÏII but

i?:.41i.1î.
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exhibited bidirect.ional flow. Schechter claimed this was

caused either by the effect of limited tank size or temper-

ature conditions that induced a downward f10w in the

central region of the tank.

schechter also applied the squire-Eckert integral

method to the bidirectional ftow region. He assumed that

thermal and momentum bound.ary layers \Àlere equal. He also

assumed that all the heat transferred to the inner upI^/ard

moving boundary layer from the plate returned. in the down-

ward flowing boundary layer. By making some further

assumptions he obtained the following rel-ations for the

local and mean Nusselt number in Region II:

Nr* = 0.489 [PrGr*" q. (x/L (U-1) +x )th (1-3)

r:::::'i

L 
1vq+-tl / w-t)3/oand. ffi= 0.652 [PrGr*"l4

4o
where U = I30 (1/10 + P/L4 + Q/L9') /xll' ... (1_s)

In their paper in 1958 Schechter and Isbin (23)

reported a slightly different approximate analysis which

yietrd.ed the equations :

No* = 0.489 (Gr*" Prf q)'o " ' ' (1-6)

11



ffi = 0.652 (Gr " err.<)k (r-7)

In Schechter's analysis the bulk fluid thermal expan-

sion coefficient approaches zero at 4oc. Goren (15), in

]1966, developed a method of solution that is va]id. at 4oC.

He introduced into the boundary layer equation a parabolic

expression for the density change of water as a funct,ion

of its temperature deviation from 4oC. He applied similar-

ity and obtained. numerical solutions for free convective

heat transfer rates for four different temperature d.iffer-

ences from toc to .0.õoro..c

In L967 Oborín (16) studied free convective heat

transfer from a heated. sphere and heated cylinder to water

in the temperature range from loC to L5oC. The sphere was

maintained |oC above the water temperature and. the cylinder

z.LoC above the water temperature. For the sphere the

minimum Nusselt number occurred at a water temperature of

2.4oc and for the cylinder the minimum occurred at 3- 3oc-

He assumed that the minimum heat transfer rate would occur

,r^rhen the mean bOundary layer temperature was the sanne as

that of the bulk fIuid.

Bidirectional' convéótj.on- was ' observed. -by Schênk:^ ånd.

T2



schenkels (17) in their 1968 study of the melting rates

of ice spheres in water. They used a high intensity light

to make dust particles in water visible and observed

upward flow near the melting surface and. downward flow
:

' further out when the bulk temperature r/üas between 4oC and

6oC. With the bulk temperature lcelow 4oC they observeil

pure downward convection and when the bulk temperature was

i above 6oc they observed pure upward flow.

: They observed a minimum heat transfer rate during
' ,rg at 5.3oc. This was also the temperature predictedmeltíng at 5.3*C. Thj-s was aJ-sr

ì by Merk (10) to give the lowest Nusselt number. Above 6oC

I Merk's theory was compatible with Schenk and. Schenkels

i observations but between 4oC and 6oC great discrepancies

, were observed. Merk's polynomial could not describe the

, ¡idirectional flow present in this temperature rangie

r Below 4oC they observed a 20iø iníglner melting rate than was

predicted.

, tanier and. Tien (2, 18, 19) also studied the melting

of ice spheres in water. They found a minimum Nusselt

number to occur at 5.35oC and they correlated their experi-

mental data as

Nu = 2 + c(na)%.

13
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They obtained three values of Ct each valid for different

bulk temperature ranges.

Vanier and Tien (2, 2O t 2L) performed a theoretical

study of convective heat transfer from a vertical flat

plate to cold water. The ord.inary differential equations

of the boundary layer, obtained. by a similarity transforma-

t.ionr r,ìrere numerically integrated.. They considered

variable properÈies by using a Prandtl number that was

êvaluated at the mean boundary fayer tempera.ture.

comparison was made using a Prandtl number appropriate to

the loca1 temperature at each step of the numerical

integration. They did not find large differences and thus

used the mean Prandtl number to save computer time.

Solutions in Region II were not possible again as similar-

ity does not apply in the bidirectional flow region. The

method. d.escribed above was used, with modifications, to

examine the melting of a vertical flat plate of ice

The most recent investigation of free convective

heat transfer from a vertical flat plate to water near 4oC

was carried. out by Yuill (1). He performed both experi-

mental measurements and theoret.ical calculations.

Theoretical (analytical) solutions were obtained for the

regions of unidirectional flow; namely Regions I, III, and

IV. A similarity solution of the boundary layer equations

L4

l. ....-. -; .:
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governing free convective heat transfer was used. He

includ.ed. the effect of variable viscosity in the sol.ution.

All fluid properties \ilere fitted to pol-ynomial equations.

He sol.ved the ordinary dif f erential- equations, obtained by

a similarity transformation of the partial- differential

boundary Layer equations, using Runge-Kutta forward. integra-

tion, on a digital- computer.

IIe oþtained about, l-50 sol-utions in Regiori I, 260 in

Region IfI' and 120 in Region ïV. No solutions vrere

possible for bulk temperatures between 3.3oC and 5.25oC due

to a singul-arity at a bulk temperature of 4oC.

YuilL presented his results in the form trad'itionally

used for the presentatiOn of free convection heat transfer

correlations, namely:

Nu-- : C (Gr-'- Pt)h ,xx (1-B)

where Gri = to,âOn g x3 /v2,

iI

(l-e)

and c( is defined by Equation (1-Z).

The coeffi'cient C was found to correlate welL as a
.'

function of e( in Region I. The relationship is illustrated. [;

in Figure 2 with the curve ,representing the equation:

15
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d-¿r-

[=
B_
Lr-
þ=

cï = -Q.568 + 0.098 (l-exp(ez+ez2+ez3+oz4))"""(1-10)

vThere o< -0.0285
-23 .043
130. 688
-469, and.
406

For Regions III and IV the coefficient CÏIÏ T¡ras

correlated as a function of the d'istance from the line

Tp = 4 + 5.7 (T- 4l which is the bound'ary between

Regions ÏÏ and ÏIÏ on the plot of plate temperature versus

bulk temperature. The distance normal to this Líne' S '

\^ras used to correlate' The results were fitted' to the

equation:

0.426+0. 039 (I-exp @û+øQ2+cþ3 +DÓ4) ) ' ' (1-11)õ:"rrr

where
-'l-L.28369 C-;

0.321533 C

-ó. osat5r-2 9--1, and
0.00377369 C

[=
þ, =
\--
D_

L7



The curve generated by the equation for Cr' is shown

on Figure 3. Yuill did not obtain results between 3-3oC

and 5.25oc.

For Region Iï no theoretical predictions could be

made. Yuill studied the local variation of heat transfer

and its dependence on plate height and on distance from

the top of the plate and bottom of the plate in the region

of bidirectional flow. He measured the local heat fluxes

on a vertical isothermal flat plate for several plate

lengths and combinations of plate and bulk temperatures

in Region II.

Yuill correlated the experimental results by assuming

that, in the bidirectional flow region, tv/o boundary layers

gro-r,.r on the plate i an inside layer that grov¡s up the plate

and an outsid.e layer that grows down the plate. Investiga-

tion of the data led to a further breakdown of the Region

II results into regions of "separated." flow and "nort-

separated" flow. Tn the "non-separated" flow region,

Region II-N, he postulated that the inner bound.ary layer

flowed up past the heated section of the plate insulating

the unheated section above from the bulk fluid- In the

!'separated" flow region, Region If-S, he postulated that

the inner upward flowing boundary layer separated from the

plate to flow back down as the outer boundary layer.
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Arbitrarily he assigned the line Ó= -.ø as the boundary

between the regions-

In the ,,non-sêParated" region Yuill found that the

variation of heat flux along the plate was the sane as in

the regions of unidirectional flow' An equation'

Nr* = Ctr-S (Gr - vt r)h
(L-L2)

where ,Gti = 3<ig& an*t /o? (1-13)

viras used. The quantity o(i-is a dimensíonress mean bound.ary

layer d.ensity deficit for the inner boundary defined by

Yuill (1). With the above correlation the coefficient

Ctl-u could be pred.icted' as a simple function of ø ' the

distance from the Region ÏI RegionXII boundary' For

+= o, crï_N ,.= predicted to be .342s. yuilr obtained the

equation

cïI_N=,.3425+A0 (1-14)

where A = 0.080 per degree Ce1sius. The root - mean -
------ 

I -square (rms) deviation of the measured values of cïl-tq

from the equation was 0 -02603 or 6'35|ø

''.. :: :.::
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In the region designated as "separated." bid.irectional

flow Yuill found that the data could not be easily fit to

the equation

h=c/xn"

He used a bidirectional mod.el utilizing the concept.s of

inner and outer bound.ary layers to evaluate the loca1

thermal resistance of the boundary layer as:
t::::.

R*=l/hr* +L/h 
o*=C iE/k r) ( GrrPr, ) 

-n

+co ( (L-x) /ko) (croPro) -m

The correlating variables were C- and. C .

t, the angle about the point T platci = 4oc

r,rras defined and. the equations for C.- and. Co

(r-14)

A new variable

andTì^--1r-:Aoc,þ1rIK

hrere as follows:

c.: = 6.988 r+ Ady + SóV2 (I-15)
].

c- = 2.33L3 8.6188 t+ cÓt + Döf (1-16)
o

The exponents n and m \^rere given as

and

n

andm:

= .25 + Eø.

.25 + Fl

( 1-17 )

(1-18)
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The values of the coefficients in equations (1-15),

(1-16), (1-17) and (I-18) which were obtained from a least

squares fit were:

A = -23.329 (t/oCl
g, = 34.907 G/oc)
c - 6.52].2 (l/o]l
D = -19.089 Q/oq
E = -0 .O2Lg43 (t/oC), and

F = -0.051359 (t/oC).

The correlation predicted results at the top and

bottom of the plate that hTere ín considerable error.

Yuill could not develop a better model or correlation with-

out a better understanding of the actual flow phenomena

existing at the Plate surface
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERTI{ENTAL STUDY

2. I The Objective

In their study of natural convection heat transfer in

regions of maximum fluid density Schechter and Tsbin (J,2,

13) observed the bídirectional boundary layer flow along a

vertical flat isothermal plate. They introduced neutrally

bouyant spheres into the boundary layer to trace out the

flow pat.terns. The ftow patterns visualized indicated the

presence of bidirectional flow within the boundary layer-

The flow was observed to be upward adjacent to the plate

and downward farther a\^lay from the ptate. The study

however, \^ras limited and they obtained little conclusive

data on the flow patterns or flow velocities.

Yui]l (1) studied the local variation of heat transfer

from a vertical isothermal plate to water with plate and'

bulk temperatures in the bidirectional flow region. In

his attempt to correlate the data obtained in the bid.irec-

tional region he noticed that the data could be further

subdivided into two groups depending on the magnitude of

the temperature difference between the last heated section

'and first unheated section of the vertical plate.

For one group the d.ata seemed to ind.icate that the

upward flowing inner bound.ary layer separated. from the plate
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and reversed its flow direction to return as the outer

boundary layer. For the second group it appeared that

the inner upward ftowing bound.ary layer continued flowing

upward past the heated section for a distance, insulating

the unheated plate from the bulk f1uid. The extent or

height to which the fluid continued upward could. not be

accurately determined..

The existence of two regions of bidirectional flow,

namely a "separated" flow region and a "non-separated"

region could only be postulated because insuffícient data

had been obtained and no flow visualization stud.ies had

been performed. Yuil1 could not clearly establish the

point at which the flow changed. from "separated" to "non-

sepa::ated".

The objectives of the experirnental study described'

below were to further investigate the free convective

f1owsinRegionII,theregionofbidirectionatf1ow

Attempts T¡rere made to duplicate several of Yuill's

experimental runs in Region II to obtain more data and also

to verify Yuill's test results by using a different appara-

tus. -The existence of "non-separated" and "separated.t'

flow regimes was to be tested using a flow visualization

technique first presented by Baker in Lg66 (22). The

technique is described in detail }ater. It was thought
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that if the flow

an attempt could

Iayer widths and.

boundary layers.

visualization

then be made

also the flow

technique

to measure

velocities

proved successful

the boundary

within the
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L::
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2.2 Experimental Apparatus

since the primary objective of the experiments was to

Verify the eXiStence of "separated,l' and rtnon-seParated'ft

fLow fÌeld,s in the bidirectional fLow regionr the apparatus

was d.esigned to enabl-e test conditions to be reached in as

short a time as possible. The design chosen was not' suited

for the measurement of local heat flux. Considerable

effort was placed on perfecting the flow visualization

apparatus. A detailed description of the apparatus used

in the experiment follows.

2.2.L The Plate

the plate consisted of four sectionsi two guard'

sect.ions and two test Sections. The test sections were

four inches wide. One section was four inches high and

the other six inches. The guard. sections \Â¡ere one inch

wide by ten inches high. All l¡rere cut from a copper plate

one-quarter inch thick. The pieces were first cut' roughly

and then milled to the dimensions given in Figure 4' The

plate provid.ed test sections of four inches, six inches,

and. ten inches high by four inches wide' The guard'

sections l^tere desÍgned to red.uce the edge losses from the

test sections, enabl-ing a uniform temperature to be

maintained across the plate test surface.

The surfaces of the copper sections were machined
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usingaspecialsurfacingheadinaverticalmilling

machine.Thesurfaceswerethenpo]-ished.usingfineemery

cloth. Dowel pin Locating hol-es \^rere dril-led' in the copper

Sectionstoprovideameansofjoinin9thesectionSina ,,:r,,r,',

perfectlY flat test surface

Prior to assernbly of the pl-ate' thermocouple holes

s/ere dril-led in the plate as indicated' in Figure 5' The 
.,,,,.,;.,,.,

hores were d.rirred. as close to the surface as possible- 1"""'t'

A slitting saw was used to cut thermocouple wire guid'e 
""'.i'-';".
.:.:.::_'

grooves. The wires could' then be run to one side of the

p1-ateand.theheatersmountedflushwiththep1atesurface

Thesectionsoftheplatewereassembled'usinga
l

waterproof epoxy cement' After assembly the plate was 
i

visuarly checked for flatness using a straight edge- (No 
'
ì

visible deviations could be d'etected' ) The test' surface 
:

was polished to a mirror finish
.

'

Thermocoupl-esfortheplatewerefabricated.using '.. :..

30AvfGcopper-constantanthermocouplewire.Thirtyof........ t r.'.i-l -. .

theSe thermOcOupl-eS !ìIere Cemented. iniO place On the plate 
.',' ,",'

using Minco Type No' 6 RTV sil-icone base heater cement

and. numbered. in sequence as shown in Figure 5' The

thermocouple wires were cemented' into the grooves in the 
,'' ,",.'
il::::i:i":

plate and the l-ead's run to one side of the plate'

t4incobrandelectricalresistanceheaters\^¡ereused

The heaters are thin etched thermofoil sections which have
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a constant heat generation rate. the thermofoil sections

are coated with silicone rubber. The ten main heaters were

each one inch by four inches and had a nominal electrical

resistance of 3.70 ohms. They were mounted on the center

section of the plate using Minco Type No. 6 RTV silicone

base heater cement. The guard heaters were each one inch

by one inch r^rith a nominal resistance of L.76 ohms- Ten

were mounted on each guard section of the pIate. The

guard. heaters at each one inch height of plate l^lere wired

together in series.

A calibration check of heater resistances showed

that at maximum and minimum polvers the resistances varied

considerably. Individual heater resistances were calculated.

as a function of temperature and these "corrected"

resistances used in the analysis of power data. The

variation of heater resistances is given in Appendi-x I-

Polyurethane foam was used. to insulate the back of

the plate. A large piece of foam was cut into sections

measuring 11" x 7" x 1". Before the foam insulation was

cemented to the heaters a calculation was made to determine

the length of heater leads necessary to generate sufficient

heat within the block to balance the heat conducted through

the thermocouple leads, heater voltage taps, and power

leads. The length of leads necessary was found to be L-2

29
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feet.
The thermocouple wires were run to one side of the

main heater section and the heater leads were run to the

other. The first layer of foam was put on j-n two pieces.

Holes vTere punched in one foam piece and. the heater leads

guj-ded through. This section of foam covered. from one edge

of the plate up to the thermocouple wires. A small section

of foam covered the remaining guard heater section. The

foam was bonded to the heaters using the heater cement.

The remaining layers of foam were bonded. using Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing (3lA¡ Contact Cement

The power leads and voltage taps \¡7ere connected' to

the heaters using two sets of terminal strips. one set

was used for the main heaters and the second for the guard.

heaters. Both were embedded in the foam. one side of

each heater circuit was conÌmon. One wire 'rto* each heater

\,ras joined in a "bus-type" clamp to which a flexible

stranded welding cable (6 AWG) was also fastened.. Voltage

taps across each heater were taken from the terminal

strips. The length of lead wire from each heater to the

terminal strip was less than 6 inches

Six Ìayers of 1" thick foam $lere then applied' on top

of the first layer. Each layer \,üaS cut to accomodate the

terminal strips and. to allow for the pot^ter leads to be

30



wound around the layers. After the second layer' all

Ëhê wires rvere grouped; . The final layer of foam was

not cut in two pieces. Rather, a hole was cut in the

center and the leads fed through. A special PVC fitting
:-

r47as screwed. into the hole and cemented in place

The leads were placed in a rubber tube that was

fastened to the PVc fitting with a metal hose clamp.

', This insured a waterproof seal at the exit from the block-

, The excess foam \^/as trimmed such thaL the foam block

dimensions were 4 inch larger than the plate dimensions

in height and width. Fiberglass mesh and resin were applied

to all surfaces of the foam block in several layers to

provide a strong and waterproof case for the copper plate

test surface, the heaters, and associated electrical hard-

ware.

2. 2. 2 The Heater Controls and Circuit.ry'

For ease of control and also because thermocouple

, temperature sensing was used, direct current was used to

, power the heaters. A Hewlett Packard Model HP Harrison

6260 high current, Iow voltage direct current power supply

v/as used

A schematic of the main heater and guard heater

i 
"ircuits is given in Figure 6. For the main heaters a

high current capacity, low resistance (0-5 ohm) nheostat
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r^ras used for rough power control. Most of the current

flow would be through this rheostat. A ten-turn 0-50 ohm

Amphenol potentiometer connected. in paralleI \^lith the

rheostat was used for fine adjustment of the heater power 
:;.:::.:,,:,:,

Fortheguardheatersanidentica1circuitwasused.with

a O-7.5 ohm rheostat in place of the 0-5.0 ohm rheostat

A 0.5 ohm standard resistor was wired in series with each
.:r::1::-r'.:.

set of heater and control resistors. The standard. resistor l..;,,"
:;'. ..-". '

was used to provide an accurate measure of the current 
r..,. ,',.,,,,,,:
i ;;,,-t,t,t,--, t.

flowing through each heater circuit. Voltage taps v/ere

attached to each standard. resistor terminal.:, The stand.ard

resistors were mounted on an aluminum sheet and placed in

rt a constant tempera- 
l

ture. The manufacturer.rs advertised tolerance of the

resistance of each resistor was 1%. 
:

AIso connected. in series with the standard resistors

and heater controls were "in-line" fuses. The fuses pro- l

vided protection against damage to the heaters due to 1,,,,,,,,,.,,: 
.. : 

. 

: 
- 

: 
; : 

- 

, : 

. 

: -. : 
. 
- : 

- 

:

short circuiting of Lhe heater wiring. They also provided ,, ,-,,-',;,1
i:::.r'.:-.;.;1;

a means of controlling: the number of heaters in operation '1":'::':::'':'::

for a test
'The heater controls were mounted. in the Hammond. Turret

'''. .:.

illustrated in Figure 7. One side of the control circuit i..:i',,u'',.'.
,

was a common and was connected to one side of the D.C.
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por,.rer supply while the coilLmon lead from the fiberglass block

was connected to the other side of the povrer supply.

All wires from the individ.ual sid.e of the heater control

circuits rtlere soldered to female plug sockets that were in

turn mounted at the rear of the turret. The standard

resistor voltage taps hrere also soldered to sockets mounted

on the turret

All the leads from the fiberglass block except the

thermocouples were soldered into male plugs. The lead.s from

the block to the cabinet po\Arer supply circuits were con-

nected using eighteen foot extension lead.s.

2.2.3 Temperature and Voltage Drop Measurement

The copper-constantan thermocouples (30 AWG) were

mounted as close to the surface of the plate as v/as

physically possible. A Thermo-Electric fixed point cold'

junction was used with the plate thermocouples. The plate

thermocouples were connected directly to compensated

terminat strips in the turret

The bulk water temperature v¡as measured using three

thermopiles mounted. at d.ifferent heights in the test tank.

The thermopiles l¡Iere fabricated using Thermo-Electric 20

AWG copper-constantan thermocouple wire. Nine junctions

vrere includ.ed. in each of the piles. The piles r,vere mounted

in I'Lrr shaped glass tubes. The junctions were arranged in
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a "starburst" pattern. The end of each glass tube was

filled with RTV silicone rubber cement to fix the couples

in position in the glass tube. The glass tubes v¡ere

ounted in an adjustable plexigtass hold.er that permitted

placement of the piles at different heights in the same 
':

vertical Plane

The cold junctions for the piles were kept in a

, aistilled water ice bath in a thermos bottle in the cold- 
",,

, toom. The leads \^Iere connected. to compensated terminal
.'.:

' =trips within the cold room and thermocouple wire was

onnected to the turret from these strips'
, A Hewlett packard Model HP 34404 Digital Voltmeter and

: ê Leeds and Northrup Model K-5 Potentiometer were used for 
l

the vottage measurements. The digital voltmeter \¡ras used

: f:or the measurement of heater voltages and for rough

. thermocouPle readings.

To permit measurement of the main and guard. heater

voltage drops, main and guard heater standard resistor 
:,r

voltage d.rops r plate thermocouple emf s r and the thermopile 
,,,.

emfs a complex switching arrangement was designed' One "

Honeywell Model ILirAZ 4 pole switch was used to switch

between the different inputs. The three positions used'

were for the heater voltages, Lhe standard resistor voltages ,

and the thermocouple/thermopile emfs. The wiring in the

----' --" :'';.,,-.,. : ..-" :
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box was fully compensated for use with copper-constantan

thermocouples- Copper wire of thermocouple grade was used

to connect the switch device to the measuring instrument.

Two similar Hone1ruuell switch boxes u/ere wired. to

accomodate twenty inputs. One box was used for heater

voltage drops and the other for standard. resistor voltage

drops. The leads from each box were wired into male

connectors so that they could be plugged into the female

connectors mounted at the back of the control turreÈ.

Thermo-Electric double-pole double-throw compensated

thermocouple selector switches were mounted on the center

panel of the control turret. The switches were wired

using thermocouple wire and thermal free solder. Fifteen

switches were wired for the plate thermocouples and. two

f or the thermopiles. The switch leads r4rere connected

into Thermo-Electric compensated terminal strips. Provi-

sion was made in the wiring for the inclusion of a single

cold junction for the plate thermocouples- The use of

the terminal strips allowed for easy connecting and

disconnecting of the switching devices and the thermo-

couples. The thermocouple selector switches were enclosed

in a bóx of insulating foam to eliminate the possibility

of thermal emfs, caused by temperature gradients in the

turret, affecting the readings.
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2.2.4 The Tank

The id.eal med.ium for testing purposes is an infinite

body of water. In laboratory testing, one must provide a

practical compromise between that which is feasible and

that which j-s ideat. The tank was designed to minimize

the effects of a finíte body of water'

Astainlesssteeltankmeasuring3feethighby3

feet by I foot was fabricated from a sheet of 22 AVIG

stainLess steel. "Vtindow" holes, 2 feet by 2 f'eeiu' were

cut out of each side six inches from the bottom and

centered with respect to the ends of the tank' A hole B

inches by 2 feet was cuL in one end of the tank 6 inches

from the bottom. A drain piece was fitted into the tank

bottom at the oPPosite end.

Atinchthickp}ywood'boxwasbuilttofitsnug

around the stainless steel tank. vüind.ow holes were cut

in line wíth those in tank. Supports of 2 inch by' 4

inch lumber \itere mounted around the window holes ' A

support stand was also fabricated out of I inch plywood.

The support stand served to damp out the high frequency

motor and compressor vibrations on the floor of the test

room.

optically flat %" plate glass wind.ows v¡ere mounted'

in the tank using silicone rubber cement- The window
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dimensions allowed for a one inch wide sealing surface on

the stainless steel.

2.2.5 The Cold Room

A Coldstream cold room was used for the tests- The

temperature range of the room \^7as from - l8oc to 24oc- The

limits of control were xþoC, fnside dimensions of the room

were 9 feet by L2 feet. Access ports \Âlere installed. on

the three exposed sides of the room.

2.2.6 The Flow Visualization Technique

The thymol blue flow visualization technique \¡ras first used

by Baker (22) in Lg66. Sparrow and Husar " (23) in 1969,

andL1oyd.andSparrow(24)inL970used'thetechniqueto

study natural convection flow on inclined. heater plates-

In the technique a pH indicator, thymol blue (thymol-

sulphonepthalein) , is added. to distilled water to prod.uce

a 0.01?(by weight)solution.. The solution is titrated. to

the end point by addition of lN-NaOH drop by drop until

the solution turns deep blue, then adding one drop of

IN-HCI to cause the solution to be on the acid side of

the end point

In several preliminary tests it was found that a

0.01U (by weight)solution was too dark for the wid.th of

the test tank used. The concentration of the thymol blue

vras reduced to 0.00 6e" by weight to give a solut'ion that
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\^¡ould provid.e sufficient contrast for photography under

limited lighting conditions-

The dye is produced in the solution by impressing a

potentía1 of L5-20 volts across two electrodes for a time

perio,il of approxi-mately five seconds. A proton transfer

is induced at the cathode. There is a change of pH from

acid. to base at the surface of the negative electrode and

hence a change in colour from yellow-orange to blue; The

dye is neutrally bouyant and will faithfully follow the

motion of the fluid.

2.2.7 P1ate Support and Dye Producing Probe

The plate was supported on a 14 AVüG galvanized metal

support as illustrated in Figure I (a) - The base of the

support was large enough that a weight coutd be placed on

it to hold the support and plate on the tank bottom. The

block was very bouyant due to the low density of the

polyurethane foam insulation-

A plexiglass frame was built around the fiberglass

block and fastened to the metal support stand. The plate

could be positioned with either the six inch or the four

inch section at the bottom. The sides of the frame were

grooved to permit positioning of the d.ye-producing probe

support at various heights along the plate surface.

several different techniques of fabricating a dye-
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producing probe \^rere tried. The probe had to be designed

to permit the production of dye in the area immediately

adjacent to the plate without disturbing the flow in the

vicinity of the plate or coming into electrical contact

withtheplate.Apieceofweldingrodwasbentinthe

shape of a distorted "Y': as shown in Figure 8- (b) ' A

0.0015 inch d.iameter platinum wire was stretched between

thetwoprobeend.sandsolderedin.place.Thedistorted

end. of the "Y" \n/as filed to a sharp point and a lead wire

attached to the base of the rrYr'. The welding rod' was then

coated wiLh a waterproof lacquer to insulate the rod from

the thymol blue solution'

Two types of probes v/ere used' The first type was a

bareplatinumwireanditproducedasheetofdye.Inthe

second type alternate sections of the wire vüere insulated

toproducea''streaked.''dyeflow.Itwasthoughtthata

streaked dye flow would be more easily photographed and'

analysed

The actual Procedures used to produce

of this

the dye are

report.documented in the procedure section

2. 2. 8 Miscellaneous pquiprnen!- eng aratus

35 mm single lens reflex

F 28 batterY-Powered
For PhotograPhY a NIKON rFTNr

camera comPlete with a NIKON Model
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motor drive was used. Several different lenses vrere

available and were tried - 28mm, 50mm, and 135mm. Kod.ak

Tri-X film (400 ASA) was used for all the tests.

For light.ing, both a single fluorescent tube and a 
:,,

bank of fluorescent tubes $rere used. Fluorescent lighting

provided a diffuse light. with no addition of heaf. to the

tank. A concentrated light source such as a spotlight
;.t., ,

would have provided more contrast but would have introduced ',',',

stray thermal convective currents into the tank. :.:,:
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2. 3 Experimental Procedure

2.3.L Procedure for Heat Transfer Measurements

In the experiments a nine cubic foot tank of water

vras used to simulate an infinite medium. The major obstacle

to be overcome in conducting the heat transfer tests'was

to carry out all the adjustments and data logging before

the buildup of heat in the tank would begin to affect

the boundary layer flow on the p1ate. It was necessary:

to ad.just 20 heater circuits to obtain an j-sothermal plate,

to measure the voltage drops across 20 standard resistors,

to measure the emf of 30 plate thermocouples and three

thermopiles, and to aIlow time for the stead.y state to be

reached in the plate, insulation, and boundary layer.

The plate power, including both main heaters and.

guard heaters ranged. from 20 watts to 60 watts. Vlith a

tank volume of 255 kg of water the maximum expected rate

of temperature rise in the tank, assuming no heat removal,

would be 0.2ToC/nr.

In fr:ee convection studies in water below 4oC a layer

of heated water, weII above 4oC, builds up at the top of

the tank. However, this layer of heated watè:r is not

stable. As it cools to near 4oC,it. becomes denser and

sinks through the bulk fluid to the bottom where a layer

of heated water near 4oc builds up.
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Hence in conducting the tests which followed' the

investigators had. to keep in mind at all times the peculiar

behavior of the water. The plate assembly was centered

in the tank. sufficient space both above and below the

ptate was provided to allow for the build up of the heated

layers

Yuill's experimental correlations in Regions II-S

and Iï-N (1) were used to generate tables of local heat

transfer coefficients as a function of plate and bulk

temperatures. These coefficients together with heater

aïeas, heater resistances, and standard resistor

resistances \¡¡ere used to calculate the required standard

resistor voltage drop for a given heater power. Both

main and guard heater voltage drops were calculated'. To

account for edge losses from the guard heaters, the guard

heater voltage drops l¡lere increased by an experimentalllz

determined 7% multiplication factor-

The cold room \47as set at the d.esired temperature and

the tank brought to thermal equilibrium with the room.

The water vIaS stirred continuously by an electric mixer

during the above process. Vthen the room and tank reached

thermal equilibrium the mixer was shut off. When the water

in the tank was motionless, ês indicated. by a few neutrally

bouyant spheres in suspension, the test was ready to begin.
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The calculated voltage drops were applied to the

main and guard heaters using the high current, low

resistance rheostats. The wire wound potentiometers were

all Set at their maximum resistance values to prevent their

burnout by overpowering. The power supply voltage was

initially set to give the voltage drop for the lowest povrer-

ed heater. Thq rheostats had. alt been initally set at

their maximum resístance values. The rest of the heater

powers were set by adjusting the rheostats. Tfre power

tevel of the power supply was boosted for a few mínutes

to decrease the time required to reach steady state-

About ten minutes afLer the power leveI had been returned

to its initial setting and the plate thermocouples at

selected points had ceased to change with time, the plate

thermocouple readings \^rere recorded and examined - The

adjustments required to achieve isothermal conditions on

the plate were calculated from the thermocouple! deviations

of the plate. Adjustments Ì^¡ere made to the heater powers

using the wire wound potentiometers. The procedure vIaS

repeated unti I isothermal conditions vrere achieved.

The plate thermocouple emfs \^7ere then recorded along

wj-th thermopile emfs, main and guard heater standard'

resistor voltage drops. The thermopile emfs v/ere examined

several times while the attempts \^/ere mad.e to achieve an
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isothermal Plate

The above procedure did not prove to be satisfactory

aS considerable time was required to attain an isothermal

condition on the plate. Yuill',s predicted heat transfer

coefficients (1) were in considerable error at the top and'

bottom of the heated. section. It was felt that there was

insufficient time available to continually adjust the upper

and lower heaters.

The addition of ice to the top of the tank was not

permissible as this would have altered the concentration

of the thymol blue dye. Ice would. have absorbed some of

the energy of the rj-sing plume of hot water, and decreased

the rate of temperature rise in the tank'

Yuill (1) gave actual experimental heat transfer

coefficients for several of his tests in Region II-S. It

was decided to use Yuill's experimental heat transfer

coefficients to calculate the required power inputs to the

heaters used in the present investigation

A test was selected and the required guard and' main

heater standard. resistor voltage drops calculated- The

bulk temperature was adjusted to the required' temperature

as previously mentioned.. The previously described pro-

cedure of adjusting the heater powers and running the

test was then followed-
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Several additional tests vrere run by adjusting the

bulk temperature or plate temperature slightly about

Yuill's test points. Minor adjustments were required in

the heater powers. The above procedure was adopted for 
,.,,,,.,

the balance of the test program. The test numbering

sequence vras chosen to reflect the collection of. tests

about yuillrs test poinÈs. The distribution of test 
,,,,,,,i.

result,s will be discussed in a later section of this report 
" 
' ''

The test program v/as conducted in two parts. In the ,,,,
I i.'. :-.-:.:.

first part, conducted. by the author, the test procedure

was established and. about one-half of the test.s conducted..

The second part of the research progiïam $las carried. out 
i

I

by two research assistants who were instructed to follow i

i

the established procedure and collect results throughout 
I

Regions ïI-S and ïI-N. ì

i

Duringthetestssevera1prob1emsdeve1opedinthe

apparatus. The seal between the copper plate and the

fiberglass epoxy began to leak and water began to penetrate 
1,,,,,,,,;,,,,,

into the space between the polyurethane foam and. the :,':,;,,,.
:. -:.:.::. ì

fiberglass covering. Several times the plate assembly had

to be removed from the tank, drained, dried out, and. sealed.

usl-ng ParartLn hTax' 
: ,

The epoxy cement that had been used to seal the copper : :': :

sections of the plate began to crack and. leak in a few
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places. Vüax was melted into the l-eaks and the excess

scraped off to ensure a smooth test surface-

The tank began to leak along the seal between the

windows and the stainless steel. These leaks rlrrere sealed

using silicone rubber cement-

In summation, the above problems with the apparatus

necessitated the cutting short of the test program.

However, sufficient data had been collected to achieve the

objectives stated earlier.
. 2-3.2 Flow Visualization Technique

The thymol blue flow visualization technique \^Ias

described in general terms in section 2.2.6 of this report.

The following is a description of the procedure used in

the experimental program to obtain dye traces of the free

convection flow Patterns

A 0. 006% by weighL sotution of thymol blue and distill-

ed. water was prepared and titrated. to the end point using

IN-NaOH and lN-HCl. A plate 6 inches by 6 inches was

used as the anode. Two d.ifferent cathodes - one plain and

one beaded - were used in the tests. They are described

in Section 2.2.7 of this rePort.

The amount of dye produced at the probe wire is

related to the potential impressed upon the circuit and

the time for which it is applied. Baker (22) had : '.'
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recommended. the use of a potential of 5 V DC for an

e1ectrodespacingof0.5cm.SparrowandHusar(23)

reported the use of a potential of 10-20 volts DC. For

initial tests in the present investigation a potential

of 26 V DC was applied for 3 5 seconds. In later tests
the applied potential was reduced to 20 V DC and the

duration to one second.

In some tests problems \^rere encountered with the

formation of bubbles on the wire. The bubbles would.

stream off the wire carrying the dye upward with them.

It is Iikely that the bubbles were hydrogen, formed on

the wire d.ue to electrolysis of the water. The bubble

formation \¡/as inconsistent. fn the first tests performed

by the author at the higher potentials no problems were

encountered. and. the dye traces prod.uced showed no tendency

to stream off the wire. Contrast in these tests was

excell.ent and. the dye could easily be seen. However, in
later tests performed by the assistants problems \Â/ere

encountered with the dye streaming off the wire.
The procedure established was to first set the wire

position and make sure that it was perpendicular to the

p1ate. the probe was positioned either at the top of
the 6 heater section in t'he middle of the plate or at the

midpoint of the 6 heater section. Before running a test
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the wire and. plate surface were dusted free of bubbles

using a camel hair brush. After the plate temperature

had stabilized. and the readings had been taken the potential

was applied to the probe circuit and photographs taken at

either 3 or 5 second intervals.

The thymol blue solution had. to be titrated to the

end poJ-nt several times" As the test program proceeded

the thymol blue solution became progressively darker and

even titrating would not improve the colour

In the last few tests of the present experimental

program it was not possible to obtain photographs. However,

in these tests the flow patterns vrere observed by Yuill
and the research assistants- Their descriptions of the

flow patterns they observed are includ.ed in the discussion

of results.

The distribution of flow visualization results is
discussed in section 3.2.1 of this report
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSTS OF RESULTS

3.1 Heat Transfer Results

3.1.1 Distribution of Results

In this experiment data was collected at 48 different

points throughout RegÍon I and. II. In the 5 tests performed

in Region I the height of the heated plate was 25-563 cm

(10.064 in.) as measured with vernier calipers.

In Region II-S 4 tests \^Iere performed with a plate

height of 25.563 cm and 38 tests with a heated plate height

of L5.24 cm (6.00 in.). A L5.24 cm heated plate height

was used for the one test performed in Region II-N. The

plate and bulk temperatures at which measìlrements \dere

made are given in Figure 9-

3.1.2 Data Processing

The rarÂ¡ experimental data from the tests was first

processed using a computer program that converted' the

thermocouple and thermopile emfs and standard resistor

voltage drops into temperatures and. heater povrers- The

mean and root mean Square (rms) deviations from an isother-

mal plate were calculated for qach test and the results

are pt:esented in Table I. the mean of the absolute values

of the deviations of the loca1 plate temperatures from the

mean plate temperature varied from a high of 6.72? in
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TABLE T

DEVTATTONS FROM AN ISOTTIER¡4AL PLATE

MEAN
DEVTATION'

z

RMS
DEVIATTON,

z
TEST NO.

1.0
2.O
3.0
4.0
5.1
5.2
6.0
7.L
7.2
8.0
9.0

I0. 0
11. 0
L2.L
L2.2
L2.3
13. I
L3.2
14. 0
15. 1
L5.2
r5. 3
15. 4
15. 5
15. 6
L5.7
15. B

16. 1
L6.2
17. I
L7.2
L7.3
L7 .4
17. s
L7.6
18. 1
L8.2

HEATERS
O*

}J

10.51
s. 50
9. 30
8.06

10. 56
10. 66
LL.49

7 .43
7.L9
8.7 6

LL.25
5.44

8.46
L0.72
r0. 55
10. B9
11. 03
11.06
L2.LL
11.00
10.7
10. I
10. 56
L0.77
10.25
10.81
10. B6
12. 3t
L2.55
10. 57
10. 32
10.70
L0.62
10.58
10. 59
LL.67
11. 61

10
10
10

6
6
6
6

10
10
IO
10
10
10

6
6
6'6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

'6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5 .54
1.10
s.7 4
1.19

.7s

.91
1. 33
L. 32
1.01
6.72

.97
2.L5
L.54
2.64
L.28
L.2L

.84

.87

.80
1. 00

.62

.65

.67

.69

.79

.7L

.74
L.44
r.27

.7L

.70
-77
.85
.90
-78
.78
.69

5. 85
1.63
6. 0r
L.7 3
1. 19
L;2L
2.L2
1.58
1.18
7.01
1.70
2.65
1.9 3
2.9L
r.69
1.65

.95
L.02

.90
1.13

.83

.89
L.l2
L.20
L.32

.94
1.04
2.23
L .92

.97
L.O2
.9I

1. 11
I.22
1.03
1.19

.89
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TABLE T

DEVTATIONS FROM AN

CONT I D.

ISOTHERMAL PLATE

TEST NO. HEATERS

MEAN RMS
DEVTATION, DEVTATION,zz

19.0
20.0
2L.T
2L.2
2L.3
22.0
23.I
24.0
25.0
26.L
26.2

A-p

8.54
L2.4L
L2.45
L2.42
12-50

8. 89
12.22
11. 17
L2.47
12.38
L2.25

L.57
L.L4

.93

.91
1. 04
1. 05

.83
L.L4

.99
r.07

.97

L.99
1. 61
L.L7
r.07
L.28
L.20

.97
1. 31
1.41
1. 34
r.26

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
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Test 8.0 to a low of 0-622 in Test L5.2. The rms deviations

of the tocal plate temperatures from the mean ranged from

7.01? to 0.83%.

The power applied to the heaters in the test section

was calculated from the standard resistor voltage drops

and heater resistances. Assuming that heat losses through

the insulated btock v/ere negligible and. that all the power

applied to the heaters in the test section was transferred

through the copper test sectj-on to the water it was a

relatively simple matter to calculate the mean heat trans-

fer coefficient for each of the tests. It was not possible

to measure loca1 heat fluxes with the apparatus and thus

in a comparison with YuiIIrs results (t) only mean values

can be compared.

3.1.3 Examination of Results in Region I and Comparison
with Yr-ril1r s Analytical Model for Region I

The results of the tests performed in Region I are

presented in Table II. The mean experimental heat t.ransfer

coefficient ranged from l-11.825 watt=/m2 oc to L4o.2L3

watts/m2 o",

The mean theoretical heat transfer coefficients were

calculated by using Yuill's analytical model (see page 17

Eqn. 1 - f0) Èo evaluate the coefficient Cr. The equation

for the local Nusselt number, Nu*r Eqn. (1-B) was
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integrated over the plate surface to find Ñã and thus [.

The theoretical mean heat transfer coefficients are given

in Tab1e II.

The mean of the percentage deviations of the experi-

mental values of the mean heat transfer coefficient from

the predicted values is 4.lle". The root mean square devia-

tion (r:ns) is 6.062.

The two tests in which the percentage d.eviations are

the highest are close to the Region I - Region Iï boundary.

It is not clear why the deviation is greater at this point

since the correlation for C versus o( matches the analytical

data at the Region I - Region II boundary.

Yuill (1) only had two tests in Region ï. He chose

to compare the mean value of the experimentally. d.etermined

coefficient C, along the plate for a particular test with

the theoretical. ïn his test the rms of the percentage

d.eviations of the experimental C values from the predicted

values was 7.g52.

The analytical work in. Regiori'f'doneby YuiII (1) used

a well tested technique and compared favourably with
previous work done in the same region. Therefore, it was

thought that comparison of the present experimental results
with Yuill's analytical model and experimental results

could be considered as a check on the accuracy of the
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF EXPERTMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL

HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS TN REGTON T

Test Prate Bulk Ç, gå+ 5-,wetts
No. Temp. Temp. r'*2 o" --e'*2 o"

Ç-6
h-T

,z

2.0 7.42 L.9? 114.3 118.9 + 4"0
7 .L 9.02 1. 59 113. 6 - L23.4 + 8.7
7.2 8.78 1.59 116.8 127.5 + 9.2

10.0 7.40 L.96 LL2.8 11r.8 - 0.9
11;0 9.42 0.96 136.8 L40.2 + 2.5

NOTE: AIl Region I tests r¡lere performed using a plate
height of 25.563 cm (10.064 in.)
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present experimental apparatus and experimental work.

3.1.4 Examination of Results in the Region of Bi-
directional Flow, and' Comparison with Yuill's
Correlations

The experimental results in Region II were examined

to see if the test results could be grouped into regions

of "Separated" and. "non-separated" bidiÈectional flow.

For the tests in which six heaters had. been employed, the

rate of decrease of temperature along the adiabatic section

of the plate above the heated section \^Ias examined. The

percentage change of temperature from the last heated sec-

tion to the first unheated section varied from 67.483? to

B2.Ogg% for 37 tests and was 33.336% for one test. The

decay of temperature along the adiabatic section is given

in Appendix II

The test locations are given on a plot of plate

temperature versus bulk temperature (Figure 9). The

scales on the plot have been expanded to facilitate

examination of the results- Yuit1 (I) had designated

the line p = -0.6 as the divid'ing line between

"separatéi1" and. "non-separatedt'' flow. Examination of

test locations reveals that the data from the present

experiment fits Yuill' s hypothesis-

Results from the ten-heater tests are also ploÈted

in Figure g. It has been assumed that these exhibit
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separated flow since they are located. in Region II-S of

the plot.

The one test that falls in Region If-N, Test 26.2,

exhibits a percentage change of temperature of onì.y 33.3?.

This would tend to indicate that the inner boundary layer
has indeed extended past the top of the heated section to
insulate the unheated section from the bulk water.

The mean experimental heat transfer coefficients were

calculated and are present in Tab1e IfI. Mean experi-
mental heat transfer coefficients rangie from a low of

I07.8 watts/m2 o" to a high of L64.I watts/m2 oc.

The test results in Region If-S v¡ere compared. with
predictions made by using Yuill's correlation, Equations

(I-14) to (1-18), of this report.
Yuill's correlation can be used to generate loca1

values of the heat transfer coefficient. In order to
obtain the mean heat transfer coefficient the local values

had to be numerically integrated over the heated. plate

length. A basic language computer program was wrítten
and run on the University of Manitoba Department of
Mechanical Engineeringrs Hewlett Packard. Model 2LL6C mini-
computer. The program gienerated the local values and.

mean value of the heat transfer coefficient.
The predicted heat transfer coefficients, designated.
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hT, are presented in Table III, along with the experimental

coefficients and percentage difference between experi-

mental and predicted. coefficients. For the tests with a

heated plate length of 25.563 cm (ten heaters) tfre

percentage deviations of the mean experimental heat

transfer coefficients from the predicted range from -g.28s"

to -2.68e" with the mean of the per cent deviations being

-6. O0å. The rms deviation i-s 6 . 44e..

For the tests with a heated plate height of L5.24 cm

the percentage deviation of the mean experimental heat

transfer coefficients from the predicted range from '7.LBZ

to 18.31%. The mean of the per cent deviations is 5-25e.

and the rms deviation is 7.242

Vühen Yuill (f) compared. his experimental results in

Region II-S with the predictions from his correlations

he found that for plate heights of 23.645 cm (10 heaters)

his correlation under-predicted the mean plate heat flux

by an average of 2.3eo. For plate heights of 14.164 cm

(6 heaters) he found that his correlation over-pred'icted

the mean plate heat flux by an average of 5-0?' He found

that the rms deviation of the mean plate heat flux from

the predicted was 6.06%.. - '.--*

In the present study it was found that Yuill's

correlation tended to under-predict the heat transfer
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TABLE IIT

COMPARTSON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND

YUILLIS CORRELATTON TN REGTON TI-S

(a) Plate Height = 25.563 cm (10.064 in.)

:-- wattsnT'- 2 o^mu

r33.2
LLs .2
110. 7
t44.2

;- f¡tattsne'ã:
MU

Ç-ç o-

-, 

.o

E.
Test
No.

r.0
3.0
8.0
9.0

Plate
Temp.

12. 30
L0 .97
L0.47
13. 00

BuIk
Temp.

L.79
L.67
L.7L
r.75

BuIk
Temp.

r. 91
L.28
L.24
1.38
L.29
1. 30
1. 31
1. r9
L.25
1. 04
1. 31
L.25
L.27
L.25
I-25
L.23
L.22
1. 14

L24.7
108. 6
107. B

130. I

6.4
5.7
2.7
9.3

(b) Plate Height = L5.24 cm (6.000 in. )

h.-hr
Test
No.

4.0
5.1
5.2
6.0

L2 .I
L2.2
12.3
13.1
l-3.2
14. 0
ls. I
15.2
15. 3
15. 4
1s. 5
15. 6
Ls.7
15. B

Plate
Temp.

9 .97
11. B4
11.90
L2. 87
12. 01
11.8s
L2.20
L2.22
12. 31
13. 15
12. 31
11. 95
L2.07
11. 81
L2.02
r1.48
L2.03
12.00

- 
v7attS

h-"*'^2 oc - 
$7atts

h"e' 2 o-,In(-
,z

ñ'r

116. B

136.6
L37.5
L47 .6
138.0
136. 6
L39.7
r40 .6
141.0
150. I
140. I
137. B.

138. 7
L36.7
138.4
L34.6
L38.7
L39. 4

L24.2
145. 6
L44.3
154. 3
15r.4
I53. B

149. t
148. I
L48.4
L52.6
L46.5
r47.7
L46.4
L49.6
L46.7
154. 0

L46 -2
L46.L

+ 6.3
+ 6.6
+ 4.9
+ 4.6
+ 9.7
+I2.6
+ 6.7
+ 5.9
+ 5.3
+ 1.6
+ 4.L
+ 7.2
+ 5.5
+ 9.4
+ 6.0
+L4.4
+ 5.4
+ 4.8
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TABLE TII CONTID.

COMPARISON OF EXPERTMENTAI RESULTS AND

YU]LLIS CORRELATTON IN REGION TT-S

h"-h*
Test
No.

16. I
L6.2
L7.L
L7.2
L7 .3
L7 .4
L7.5
L7 .6
r8. l_

L8.2
19. 0
20 .0
2I"L
2I.2
2L.3
22.0
23.I
24.0
25.0
26.L

Plate
Temp.

13. B2
13.93
IL.7 4
TL.46
11. 85
LL.79
11.78
LL.79
L2.97
L2.86
10. 11
13. t3
13. 63
13. 63
13.76
10. 45
12. 88
11.84
14. 06
]-3.94

Bulk
Temp.

1.51
1.38
T.L7
1.14
1. 15
1. 17
L.20
L.20
r.30
L.25
L.57
0.72
1. tB
T.2L
L.26
1.56

.66

.67
1.58
1.56

;- watts
h-"a'^2 oc

;- wattsnr,p-Ç

L66.2
163.7
137.1
I36.0
L38 .2
137. 5
r37. 0
137.1
L48.2
146.7
L22.L
153.4
155. 7
156.0
158.4
r23.7
L52 -7
148. 3
175. 0
171. I

,z
hr

163. 6
160. 0
L40.4
L43.7
143. I
L44.2
L44 -7
L44.6
I52.4
153. I
139. 0
L64.L
160.6
159. 5
156.5
L36.7
I63.0
L75-4
162. 4
160-4

1.5
2.3

+ 2.4
+ 5.7
+ 3.6
+ 4.9
+ 5.6
+ 5.5
+ 2.8
+ 4.4
+13. I
+ 7.7
+ 3.2
+ 2.3

L.2
+10. 5
+ 6.7
+18. 3

7.2
6.3
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coefficients for plate heights of L5.24

over-predict the coefficients for plate

cm.

cm (6 heater) and

heights of 25.563

The correlating variables in the

coefficients Ci and Co which appear in

the local heat transfer coefficient h*

These variables have been defined previously in Equations

(1-ls) and (1-r6).

The variation of per cent error in the prediction

of heat transfer coefficients was examined in an attempt

to see whether the correlations for Ct and Co were

incorrect or whether the error was due mainly to experi-

mental scatter.

In Figures 10 and 11 the per cent error has been

plotted. as a function of both d and. V . The per cent

error tends to increase as ó becomes more negative and-

as / becomes smaller. ó was defined as the perpendicular

distance from the Region ïï Region III bound.ary (positive

towards Region IV). f was defined as the angle of' rota-

tion about the point r-=4oc and T-=4oc tith th" Region r-pþ
-.Region ïI boundary assigned a value of X = 0. Ïn terms

of the plot of plate temperature versus bulk temperature

it is evident that the error in Yuill's correlation for

Region II-S increases as the Region I boundary is

equations for the

the equation for

are Q and 7.
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approached. The errors suggest that the correlating

equations for C, and Co require refinement or possibly a

change in the form of the equation.

In order to make corrections to the form of the

equations more experimental data is required. The data

must also include local heat flux measurements. In the

present study no attempt was mad.e to refine or correct

the correlations.

The effect of plate height was not consistent with

Yuill's results (1). In the present analysis the predicted

heat transfer coefficients vrere greater than the experi-

mental results for the ten heater cases by an average of

6.00U. In Yuill's ten heater tests the measured values

of heat flux averaged à.ZZ above the experimental results.

For six heater tests the experimental results averaged

5.252 above the predicted results in the present analysis

compared with the 5.03 below in Yuill's tests. This

lead.s one to believe that the correlation requires further

refinement to account for the effects of plate height on

the heat transfer results.

. Due to the technical difficulties previously discussed

only one tesL was run in Region If-N. The experimental

heat transfer coefficient for Test 26.2 was 3.38% lower

than that predicted by Yuill's correlation given in equa-

tj-ons (L-tZ) , (f-f ¡) and (1-14) of this report. In Yuill's
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Region II-N tests the rms deviation of the measured

values of C-- from those predicted by the correlation1t-N
\^ras 6.352. With only one test for comparison no valid.

conclusions can be made on validíty or accuracy of the

correlation.
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3.2 Flow Visuali-zation Results

3.2.L Distribution of Results

All of the flow visualization test results are in

Region ïï and are for a plate heightof15.24cm(6.0 inches).

Photographs were obtained in 19 tests. In three additional ,
.'a-

tests it was not possibte to obtain photographs; however

visual observations v/ere recorded. The distribut.ion of

the test results is given in Figure L2. '.1 ,

The tests can be subdivided into those in which the "''''
,'.a l'.

probe was at the top of the heated. section and. those in :':::'

which the probe \A¡as at the midpoint of the heaLed

section. In Table IV the probe location, probe type,
Itand photographic interval for the tests are given.

A bare pIaÈinum wire probe was used in a1t tests with

the probe at the top of the heated section. Tests in this
i

group inctude the following: I2.2, L2.3, 13.1 , I3.2 and 
i

15.1. The photographs in these tests vrere taken at

intervals of 5 seconds. The quality and contrast of these

':.t,r,,t.pictures is excellent. 
,,,,,

In Tests 25.0, 26.L, and 26.2 it was not possible ':.',

to obtain photographs, A bare wire probe, Iocated. at the

top of the heated section, $/as used in these tests.

A beaded probe located at the midpoint of the heated ';:':
section was used in all of the remaining tests except
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OF TESTS WITH PHOTOGRAPHS.
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TABLE IV

FLOVü VISUALTZATTON TESTS

TEST NO.

5.2
L2.2
L2.3
13. 1
]-3.2
i-5. 1
]-5.2
15.7
1s. I
L6.2
17. I
17.3
17. 5
17 .6
18. I
20. 0
2L.L
2L.2
22.O
25.0
26.L
26.2

PROBE
LOCATTON

midpoint
top
top
top
top
top
midpoint
midpoint
midpoint
midpoint
midpoint.
mid.point
mid.point
mid.point
midpoint
mid.point
midpoint
midpoint
midpoint
top
top
top

PROBE
TYPE

beaded.
bare
bare
bare
bare
bare
bare
beaded
beaded
beaded.
beaded.
beaded.
beaded
bead.ed.
beaded
beaded
beaded
bead.ed.
beaded
bare
bare
bare

PHOTOGRAPH
INTERVAL, SEC.

3
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
no photos
no photos
no photos
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Test L5.2. fn these tests the photographic quality

ranged from fair to good. The interval between photographs

for all- tests except I5-2 was 3 seconds. For L5.2 it was

5 seconds. The contrast and definition were not as good

as for the other photographs.

In Figure 12 it can be seen that all of the flow

visualization results except Test 26.2 lie in the region

designated. by Yuil1 (1) as the "separated" bid.irectional

flow region, Region II-S. Test 26-2 lies in the "non-

separated." bid.irectional flow region. The ftow patterns

observed are discussed in the following sectionr"

3.2.2 Examination of Flow Patterns

fn the Region II-S tests with the probe at the top

of the heated section the inner boundary layer could be

seen to rise up above the heated section, separate from

the plate and. reverse its flow direction to return as

the outer boundary layer.

In the di-scussion that follows one set of test

photographs will be discussed in frame by frame sequence

and the highlights or significant features of individ.ual

tests wiIl be discussed briefly. The photographic

negatives for all tests are on file in the Department of

Mechanical Engineering at the University of ¡tanitoba.

The photographs from Test 15.1 are pïesented. in the
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following pages as Figures 13(a) to 13(j). The bare wire

probe that produces a continuous sheet of dye was used

in this test. It rras located at the top of the heated

section. The photographs \^/ere taken at 5 second intervals,

starting 5 seconds after production of the dye

fn the second photograph flow both above and below

the heated section is evident. However, in this photograph

and in those following the flow only proceeds about 5 mm

up past the top of the heated section and. then separates

from the plate.

The advancing point of the dye front begins to sweep

closer to the plat.e in Figures 13 (b) to 13 (d) and then

proceeds down the plate at a distance of approximately

7.0 to 7.5 mm from the p1ate. In Figures 13(f) and f3(g)

a streak of dye begins to trace out an upward. flow in the

inner boundary layer. ïn Figures f3 (g) to 13 (i) a faint

dye streak can be seen to flow up past the top of the

heated surface and return in the outer boundary layer.

There appears to be a cell of complete recirculation

within the boundary layer.

fn Tests I2.2 and 12.3 the dye initially streams up

off t.he wire. The probable cause is the formation of

hydrogen bubbles on the wire due to too high a potential

on the wire or too long a duration of the potential.
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separation of the flow above the heated section is evidenL'

Thedyealsotracesoutacellofcompleterecirculation

at the top of the heated section. viscous fo::ces in the

outer downward' flowing boundary layer appear to pull dye

down from the bottom of the circulation cell'

Thedyethatisvisibletravellingupfromthewire

at a distance a\^tay from the plate and' also up the plat'e

surface is due to the bubble formation on the wire. The

results from Test L2.3 are very similar to those of L2'2'

In Test 13.1 there is no evidence of bidirectional

flow.Acheckofthera\^'experimentaldatashowedthat

thephotographs\^¡eretaken30minutesafterthestartof

the test. It appears that the flow had not fully developed

since Test 13.1 is weII within the bidirectional flow

region.Theflowvisibleinthephotographsisthatof
purelydownward'flow.Theadvancingdyefronttracesout

the usual free convective velocity profile'

Test 13.2 was run at almost exactly the same butk

and plate temperatures as 13'1' The photographs \¡¡ere

taken one hour after the beginning of the test' They

showanouterbound,arylayerverysimilartoTest13.l.

However, the inner boundary layer separates above the

top of the heated' section and some recirculation is

evident. The exLent of the recirculation is not as great
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as in Test 15.1.

For Test 1-5.2 the probe Ì^/as positioned at..the mid-

point of the heated. section. The contrast j-n this set

of photographs is very poor and it is d.ifficutt to see

the flow patterns. The downward flowing outer boundary

layer can be seen. ït is difficult to see j-nner upward

flow because of the faintness of the dye trace. Some

flow above the wire is evid.ent.

The above photographs $/ere all taken by the author.

At the time of completion of the above tests both the

test procedure and photographic technique had been

established and proven and all that \^¡as necessary to
complete the testing was to repeat the procedure at

various points throughout Regions fI-S and II-N
The above photographs provided qualitative results.

ït was difficult to de'termine flow velocities or other
quantitative results from the sheet of dye produced. by

the bare wire probe. A suggestion vlas made to try a

probe in which streaks of dye could be produced.

The research assistants used a beaded probe in all
of the remaining tests. Also, in the balance of the tests
the probe was located at the midpoint. The assistants

used a slightly different procedure than the author. They

attempted various combinations of camera lenses, shutter
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speeds, and. aperture settings. The photographic results
obtained in this fashion are of poor quality and it is
difficult to gain a detailed und.erstanding of the flow
phênomena from them. However, the highlights of the
photographs are discussed below.

only the downward flowing boundary layer is visible
in the photographs from Test 5.2. rn the photographs

from Test 15.7 a faint trace of upward. flow from the
wire can be detected.. Tt appears that either the probe

is interfering with the flow or the wire has been

insurated too close to the plate surface. There is also
a fair amount of streaming of dye off the wire immediately

after formation of the dye. The photographs from Test
15.8 do not have sufficient contrast to permit examination.

upflow in the inner bound.ary rayer is visible in the
first few frames of the photographs for Test L6.2. The

inner boundary layer frow, however, is faint. There is
not enough dye produced. immediately ad.jacent to the plate.

A faint upflow, similar to that observed in Test

16.2, is evid.ent in the first few photographs from Tests

L7.3 and. 17-5.

For Test 17.6 the lighting arrangement was changed

from a single flourescent tube to a bank of tubes. The

photographs r,vere taken with a terephoto lens "t lr.=iou.
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aperture settings with a series of four photographs for

each dye trace. The ouLer boundary layer is visible but

the inner flow can not be seen at all.

In Test 18.1 both the inner and outer bound.ary layers

are visible and there is no question about the existence

of two distinct flow directions. There appears to be a

general upflow in the bulk fluid as indicated by dye

traces at a d.istance from the plate. As there \¡ras no

appreciable change in the bulk f1uid. temperature over

the period of the test, the upflow of dye must be d.ue to

bubble formation on the wire or local heat fluxes

produced by the probe wire

The first four photographs for Test 20.0 illustrate

both the inner and outer boundary layer flows. However,

the dye produced close to the plate is not dense enough

to be visible in the later photographs. Again there is

little dye prod.uced immed.iately adjacent to the plat.e.

Two dye traces are visible in Test 2L.L photographs.

In the first four pictures, taken at. 3 second. intervals

the inner boundary layer is only faintly visible. In the

second set the inner boundary layer can be seen to rise

above the probe. The width of the inner boundary layer

at the probe height is approximately 4.5 mm. The dye

traces in Test 2L-2 are too faint to be examined
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For Test 22.0 three dye traces r,rrere produced aL L2

second intervals. Photographs were taken at 3 second

intervals. However, the dye traces are faint and. although

both inner and outer boundary layers can be seen to
i,-texist, litt1e else can be gained from an examination of

the photographs.

No photographs were obtained, of the last three
:, fests ¡ 25.0, 26.L and 26.2. The flows r¡tere observed and

i the descriptions are given below-

In Test 25.0 separation at the top of the heated

section was seen. There vras no flow up the plate above

the heaters. In Test 26.I circulation was observed.

, There appeared to be recirculation and separation at the

top of the plate, but much less than usual- The dye

continued up the plate about 20 mm then separated. and

circulated down on a 10 mm radius.

In Test 26.2 the inner flow went right up the plate

to the top. Some later recirculation was evident at

the top of the heated section but, it was not significant.

3.2.3 Boundary Layer Measurements

Inner and outer boundary layer widths \rirere scaled'

from the photographs. The results are given in Table v

and are divided into two cases;

a) probe at the top of the heated section, and
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TABLE V

BOTINDARY LAYER DTMENSIONS

(a) Probe at ToP of Heated Section-

-.

Inner Bound. Layer at füisq Range of :.':

Outer Bound - Vüidth of
Test Layer at Downflow upflow Inner Bound'-
No. wi?e, mm Region, mm Region, mm Layer, mm.

L2.3 34.0 13- 0 4'O 6' 0 to 4' 0 ì:

13.1 34:0 2'O ' ,"
L3.2 34,0 4-O negligible 2'O
15.1 2g',.9 17.O 2-O 7'0 to L'7 :l

(b) Probe at Midpoint of Heated Section

Range of Height
Bound. Layer width at wire width of visible

Test Inner Bound. Above
No: Outer, mm Inner, mm Lgyer; mm Wire, , mm

L5.7 23.0 4.5 4- 5-1- 5

17.3 16.0 3. o 3.0
18.1 32-o 3. O 1;7-3. O-5. 0 t7' 0

2o.o z]-.o 4.5 3- 0'4- 5-3- 0

zL.L 30.0 4.5 4.5-6.0
22.0 20.0 4.5 4-5-3-0
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b) probe at the midpoint of the heated section.

The outer boundary layer wid.ths for lests I2.2, !2.3,

13.I, L3.2 and 15.I ranged from 34 to 29 mm at the top of

the heated section. In those tests in which recircula-

tion was evident, Tests L2.2t I2.3, L3.2 and 15.1, the

downward flowing outer section of the recirculatj-on ce11

ranged from 4 mm in Test L3.2 to 17 mm in Test 15.1 from

the plate surface. The wid.th of the inner upward. flowing

boundary layer at the top of the heated. section was

approximately 2 mm in Test 15.1, 4 mm in Test L2.3 and.

negligible in Test L3.2. In Test 13.1 there was no

visible inner up flowing boundary layer at the wire. The

range in wid.th of the inner bound.ary along the plate

height is also given. In Test L2.3 the wid.th ranged from

4 mm at the wire to 6 mm further down the p1ate. In

Test 15.1the width ranged from 1.7 mm at the wire t,o 7

mm at the bottom of the heated section.

For tests with the probe at the midpoint of the

heated sect.ion the outer boundary layer \^lidth at the wire

ranged from 16 mm to 32 mm. The inner boundary layer

r^ridth at the wire ranged from 3 mm to 4.5 mm- The range

of the boundary layer widths over the plate height is

also given. The wid.th range above includes cases in

which flow above the wi.re was visible. In Test 18.1
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the dye was visible to a height of 17 mm above the wire.

Dye front velocities were also scaled from the

photographs. ft was not possibte to obtain discreLe

point velocities from the dye traces. Velocity vectors

could not be determined. However, the general movement

of the "peak" of the dye trace v¡as examined and. the speed,

of the dye fronts calculated. ïn Tests L2.3 and 15.1, with

the probe at the top of the ir5.24 cm heated. ptate, the

d.ye trace appeared to accelerate toward.s the bottom of the

plate. The speed of the dye trace varied from 2 rrmrt/sec,

over the first.15 mm to 8.5 mm/sec over the bottom 30

mm of the plate.

In Tests 13.1 and L3-2 the speed of the dye trace

was'fairly constant over the plate height and averaged

2.5 mn/sec in Test 13.1 and 2.3 mm/sec in Test L3.2.

In tests with the probe at the midpoint of the

heated section the speed. of the outer boundary layer d.ye

trace varied. from t. B mm/sec

mm/sec, in Test 2L.L. In Test tB.I it was possible to
calculate the averag:e speed of the upward flowing inner

boundary layer. The speed was L.2 rrurn/sec.

Schechter (13) reported the results of bound.ary layer

velocity measuremenLs for only two tests in the bid.irec-

tional flow region. However, the test locations were not

r, :: l ì
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close to those in the present investigation. The order

of magnitude of the velocities reported are in agreement

with the dye front speeds recorded in the present invest-
igat.ion. The two tests reported were conducted at bulk

temperatures of 2.g7oc and 3.22oC and plate temperatures

of B.loc and B.96oC respectively. In the test at a bulk

.terirþerature of : . 3 -22oc and plate temperature of 8.96oC

the veloçity in the outer bound.ary layer was given as

3. B mm/sec. In the same test the velocity in the upward

flowing inner boundary layer was reported to be 1.5 mm/sec.

The patterns observed are also similar to those reported

in this investigation. The inner and outer boundary

layer velocities in the other test are given as 1.2 mm/sec.

and 1. B mm/sec.

3.2.4 Comparison of Flow Visualization with yuil-l,s
Hypothesis

A description of the flow patterns pred.icted by

Yuill in the bidirectional ftow region is gj-ven in section
2.L of this report. As reported in section 3.1.3 of
this report the test results in Region II can be separated

into two d.istinct regions in accordance wittr the percentage

chang'e of temperature from the last heated section to the

first unheated section

Test 26.2 falls into the region d.esignated. by yuill (1)
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as "non-separated" flow. One would expect the inner

boundary layer flow to continue up past the top of the

heated section if Yuill's hypothesis is true. Observations

of the dye flow in this test ind.icated thaL the inner

bound.ary layer flow proceed.ed. up past the top of the

heated section to the top of the plate.

The other flow visualization test results lie in the

region designated by Yuill as "separated" ftow. Photo-

graphs of the dye traces and. visual observations confirm

that the inner boundary tayer separates from the plate at

t'he top of the heated section and. flows back down in the

outer boundary layer. In some photographs a recircutation

cell is evident at the top of the heated section.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSTONS

The major objective of this work was to investigate

the borrndary layer flows and heat transfer that exist in

- - a ' ,t ,,t ,t:.; ;;.; ,,

free convective heat transfer from a vertical isothermal

pIatetowaterbeIow4ocinare9ioninwhichbidirec-

t.ional flow is known to exist- Experimental correlations
i. ' ,tt,,'

developed in an earlier investigation (1) hTere to be '::'i;::-

tested against experimental resurts obtained using a 
':: ::'

,'. ',," 
t,.;

dif ferent apparatus. 
i::::::rr.::

It was shown that Yui11',s experimental correlations

predicted mean fluxes that ranged from -9.28% to +18'31%

from the present experimental results. The magnitude of

the error was shown to be a function of the correlating 
l

r

varj-ables suggesting that ad.d.itional data must be collected 
I

in order to improve upon the form of the correlation 
i

ì

The flow visualization studies performed indicated

that two types of bidirectional flow patterns exist' In 
.,,.,;;,¡,

,,separated,, bidirectional flow the inner upward flowing 
,,,.,,.,,,,,,l':.1.'-':,'.
: !. ..4-.-

boundary layer was observed to flow up just above the

heated section of the plate, separate from the plate

and flow back down into the outer downward flowing

boundary tayer. A cell of complete recirculation of flow i:'t:'':''.

was visible within the borrndary layer. In "non-separated"
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flow, the inner boundary layer was observed. to continue

flowíng up past the top of the heated section of the

plate to the top of the unheated section. vüith only one

test in this region it was impossible to predict the

borrndary of the "separated" and "non-separated'" flow

regions. Ad.d.it.iona1 flow visualization tests are required

to establish the boundaries between the reg:ions-

The "thymol blue" flow visualization technique

proved. to be more suitable for qualitative studies than

for quantitative studies. Boundary layer widths \/ì/ere

scaled from photographs and the dye front speeds vlere

calculat.ed. these results are reported in section 3.2.3

of this report

Future investigations in this area of free convective

heat transfer should be directed. towards obtaining

ad.ditional information concerning the nature of the flow

patterns in the vicinity of the heated plate surface at

various heights. The flow phenomena would be better

understood if it were possible to generate dye traces

immed.iately adjacent to the plate surface
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APPENDÏX I

VARTATTON OF HEATER RESISTANCE VüITH TEMPERATURq

The main and guard heater resistances $/ere calibrated

as a function of plate temperature. The resistances l^rere
l,

evaluated at a minimum plate temperature of 5oC and' a

maximum temperature of lBoC. The heater resistance at

any temperature between these exÈremes was evaluated by
':
'l, assuming a linear variation of heater resistance with

,i temperature. A straight line equaÈion of the form

RT (i) = Ru (i) + S (i) x (T-5.0)

was used. The values of RU(i) and S(i) for the main and

guard heaters are given in Table I-4.

¡ .'..:.'1j-' :r
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HEATER NO.

HEATER NO.

s (i)
.00131
.00092
.00089
.00065
.00913
.00131
.00131
.00131
.00138
.00169

s (i)
.001
.00086
.00083
.00084
.00078
.00093
.00092
.00115
.00135
.o0162

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10

TABLE Ï-A
VARÏATION OF HEATER RESISTANCE

MAIN HEATERS

Rs (i)

3.536
3.462
3.3600
3.3785
3.534
3.5sr
3.546
3. 543
3. 568
3. s3I

GUARD HEATERS

Rs (i)

3.588
3. s736
3.4949
3.5432
3.5213
3.609r
3.6r49
3.6236
3.5667
3 .587 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
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APPENDÏX IÏ

DECAY OF TEMPERATURE ALONG THE ADTABATIC SECTTON

fn Lhe six heater tests in Region II the plate t,empera-

tures above the heated sectj-on were recorded. The decay

of temperature along the adiabatic section was examined

by consid.ering the slope of the temperature grad.ient from

the last heated section to the first unheated section.
Thus if T. is the temperature of the last heated section,

l_

Ti*l is the t,emperat.ure of the first unheated section,

and O* is the difference between the plate temperaturep -----!- --

and bulk temperature, then S1r the temperature gradient

is given by:

The values of Si f.or the six heater tests are tabulated

in Table II-A

m-m
I. I. -

s. : 
*i -i+1 x loo.

À
D
"e
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COMPARISON OF

SECT]ON &

TABLE IÏ_A

TEMPERATURE OF

FTRST UNHEATED

LAST HEATED

SECTION

TEST NO.

4.0
5.1
5.2
6.0

t2.L
t2.2
L2.3
13.1
L3.2
14.0
15.1
t5.2
rs.3
15.4
1s. 5
15.6
rs.7
15.8
16 .1
16.2
T7.L
L7.2
L7 .3
L7.4
L7 .5
17.6
18.1
t8.2
19.0
20 .0
2t.L
2L.2
2r.3
22.0
23.t
24.0
25.0
26.L
26.2

l_. 91
L.28
L.24
1.38
I.29
1.30
1. 3l
1.19
L.25
1.04
1.31
L.25
L.27
L.25
L.25
I.23
L.22
1.14
1.51
1.38
1.17
r.14
1.15
L.L7
L.20
L.20
ï.30
L.25
L.57
0.72
1.18
I.2L
L.26
1.56

.66

.67
1. s8
1.56
L.82

9.97
11. 84
11.90
L2.87
12.OL
11. 85
L2.20
22.22
T2.3L
13.ls
L2.3L
11.95
12.07
11.81
L2.02
11.48
12.03
L2.O0
13. B2
13.93
LL.7 4
LL.46
11. 85
IL.79
11.78
LL.79
L2.97
L2.86
10.11
13.13
13.63
13.63
l-3.76
10-45
12. B8
11.84
14 .06
L3.94
j-4.07
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7 4 .434
75.486
77 .BL3
7 3 .131
7 6.s99
79.823
78.736
80.316
BO.IB7
77 .859;
78.827
79.632
80. s6s
79.093
80.826
7 9 .536
79.290
70.L99
69 .029
80.152
79.704
80.235
80.453
80.129
80.502
7 4 .996
75.670
77.634
79.757
7 6 .078
7 4.843
74.L76
79.382
82.099
7e:45e

67.483
33.336

BULK TEMP. PLATE TEMP.


